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DK Workbooks: Geography: Third Grade is a great tool to supplement school curriculum help your

third grade student learn geography concepts. Level by level, these write-in DK Workbooks:

Geography offer at-home practice that kids actually enjoy â€” making them ideal supplements to

schoolwork. Designed to support the Common Core State Standards, this series is developed with

leading educational experts to build confidence and understanding. Each leveled workbook, for

children ages three through nine, is packed with activities and challenges, offering the beneficial

repetition and cumulative learning that lead to mastery. Fact boxes on each page give a simple

overview of the topics being covered, helping children get their bearings, review the basics, and

often see an example of the task at hand. The exercises themselves reinforce key geography

topics, including: map reading, compass directions, continents, countries and states, borders,

bodies of water, and more.
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I ordered the DK workbooks for 3rd grade because I am determined to do some summer schooling

with my kids who are headed into 3rd grade.I had ordered some different books on  and when they

arrived I was not impressed so I ended up ordering these.They really seem like good. Quality books.

I ordered language arts, geography, science and math. They all have some good pages with good



information. Good questions and thoughts for the kids to think about.These however aren't going to

be EASY "here you go" kind of books. There is going to have to be teaching involved in the

parent/teacher perspective. They ask questions but you don't know the answers and there is no

cariculum book you can get with these. You will need to check out the pages in advance, so

research, teach the kids then have them do the workbook. There is no actual teaching in these

books.I am good with that because it will keep me accoutable and on track myself. Costco has

some workbooks where you learn as you go, these are nothing like that. You will Definately have to

be teaching something in order for the kids to use these books.I'll update after I have worked

through some of these with the kids!

I really like the activities in this even though some are a bit repetitive. My only real issue is the color.

every page is highlighted and outlined in red. It's very distracting and hard on the eyes.

I ordered this for my second grade daughter to focus on an area of study over the summer that often

gets shortchanged in the public school system. This was a wonderful introduction and application to

geographical concepts. My kids and I do workbooks throughout the summer, and I have purchased

many different brands. DK publishes some of the best we have used.

Not quite what I needed, but it will suffice for extra practice on geography. I needed something that

covered a bit more of the world, this is a bit more basic on discussions about different areas of the

world.

Very basic. Good for supplementing only. Lessons are very, very short, but not bad.I like that it

comes with gold stars, for positive reinforcement, but I do wish there was more to the lessons.

Way too easy and too brief, I though I could save $20 instead of buying the Evan moor daily review-

I was wrong. I wasted $7 instead.

Not intense, but well done. Visually stimulating. I like the length of the lessons and am enjoying

using it with my 8 year old.

great material
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